
Optimization and Licensing 
Assessment (OLA)

Reduce Windows Licensing 
Costs with AWS

Many organizations stick with ine�cient and costly Windows 

environments because they don’t know where to look for help. 

Business leaders don’t always have the tools to determine their 

actual resource utilization requirements or the expertise to migrate 

workloads to the cloud successfully. 

Fortunately, through the free Optimization & Licensing Assessment 

(OLA) program from Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft users 

can easily identify areas of opportunity to right-size compute 

resources, cut unnecessary spending, and explore �exible licensing 

options. 

Then, with ClearScale’s help, companies can carefully assess 

di�erent paths forward, build migration proof-of-concepts (POC), 

or pursue other modernization strategies to make the most of their 

OLA �ndings. With combined resources from AWS and ClearScale, 

we’ll determine the best cost savings options for you in regards to 

your Windows workloads, and right size your servers on the 

optimal instances on AWS. 

Bene�ts

Through the OLA program, collect and analyze consumption 

data for all of your Windows workloads. Use the program’s 

evaluation tools to learn what you need from a resource 

standpoint and how you should design your Microsoft 

environment to be optimized on AWS and mapped to the right 

instance types. 

Right-size Compute Resources

Discover where you overspend on third-party licensing and 

overprovisioned resources. Compare di�erent OLA 

recommendations on how to extract the most value from 

existing licenses and avoid vendor lock-in without a�ecting 

application performance.

Reduce IT Spending

Lean on ClearScale’s cloud experts to illuminate your OLA results 

and guide you in building a POC for one, or many, applications 

to prove the ease of migration to AWS.  We can also help you 

architect an AWS Landing Zone for long-term scale. 

Explore Migration Scenarios
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